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an exhilarating selection of romantic stories, all of which occur on a paranormal midsummer
night, from numerous of latest most sensible old writers comprises the works of Elaine Coffman,
Alexis Harrington, Jill Barnett, and Sonia Simone.Get swept away at the wings of magic, ardour
and unforeseen love...A Knight in Tarnished ArmorBy Jill BarnettFleeing a wedding of comfort to
England's such a lot fearsome knight, the highborn woman Linnet meets a good-looking
stranger...unaware that her newfound protector can be her betrothed, with just one week to woo
and win his woman fair.A Ribbon of MoonlightBy Elaine CoffmanQuinn Westcott, Marquess of
Waverly, is duty-bound to supply a house for his younger ward until eventually she is wed. yet
his destiny Midsummer Nights Madness alterations dramatically whilst he meets a mysterious
maiden on Midsummer Nights Madness an evening ashimmer with moondust, mischief and
unforeseen love.EnchantedBy Alexis Midsummer Nights Madness HarringtonOregon's Leah
Whitman has her destiny mapped out: operating her shop and marrying her minister fiance.
Austin Ryder, her rugged new neighbor, isn't really a part of the equation...until Leah unearths
an strange amulet one magic evening whilst the moon is full.The Golden MermaidBy Sonia
SimoneIn the spirit of Midsummer's Eve, unconventional Nell Jolley calls up the ghost of a
infamous pirate. however the guy who seems isn't any centuries-old buccaneer--and quickly
Nell is swept away on a voyageto buried treasure and heart-stealing love.
Good. Fun.
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